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LOCUS OF CONTROL SCORES OF ADVANTAGED CHILDREN OF URBAN AND RURAL SUBCULTURES (DATA IN TABLE 4)
Fig. 2.

LOCUS OF CONTROL SCORES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN OF URBAN, RURAL, AND TRIBAL SUBCULTURES (DATA IN TABLE 4)
MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-CONSEQUENCES) SCORES OF ADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

Fig. 3.

MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-CONSEQUENCES) SCORES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

Fig. 4.
MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-UNUSUAL USES) SCORES OF ADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

**Fig. 5.**

MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-UNUSUAL USES) SCORES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

**Fig. 6.**
MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-NEW RELATIONSHIPS) SCORES OF ADVANTAGED CHILDREN.
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MEAN CREATIVITY (VERBAL-NEW RELATIONSHIPS) SCORES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.
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Fig. 9. Mean Creativity (Non Verbal—Picture Construction) Scores of Advantage Children.

Fig. 10. Mean Creativity (Non Verbal—Picture Construction) Scores of Disadvantaged Children.
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**Mean Creativity (Non Verbal - Incomplete Task)**

Scores of Advantage Children.

**Fig. 11.**

Mean Creativity (Non Verbal - Incomplete Task)
Scores of Advantage Children.
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Mean Creativity (Non Verbal - Incomplete Task)
Scores of Disadvantaged Children.
MEAN CREATIVITY (NONVERBAL-TRIANGLES & ELLIPSES)
SCORES OF ADVANTAGED CHILDREN.
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MEAN CREATIVITY (NONVERBAL-TRIANGLES & ELLIPSES)
SCORES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.
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Fig. 15

Mean scores of educational achievement (in percentage) across subculture, socioeconomic background, and locus of control.